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1. Returning jars. Some people expect to have their jars returned
when you are done; some don't. If you are giving a jar, be clear that
you'd like it back. If you are receiving a jar, ask if the giver would like
it returned
2. Be cautious when offloading. So there you are, staring at your 37
beautiful pint sized jars of delicious apricot jam and it suddenly occurs to you: there's no way I'm going to eat all of this. And before you
know it, you're that person, the one that always arrives to the party
with a jar of jam. It's true that many people will welcome your gift
but be sensitive about offloading your overly enthusiastic hobby onto
your friends and family. Ask if they would like it first and be aware of
food restrictions and special diets. If you have too much, consider
organizing a swap (see below)
3. Remember to label and specifically to date. Never hand someone a jar of your preserves without a label. I know not everyone is up
to creating a fancy label but at the very least you should have a piece
of masking tape with the name of the contents and the date. A list of
ingredients is helpful, too. Doesn't have to be pretty, although pretty
is nice!

A few hints about the actual canning process:

4. Share the labor. The expression 'many hands make light work'
was probably coined during a preserving marathon way back when.
Canning is a lot of work and doing it with a friend or two will really
make a difference. You can do more and also share the bounty
amongst each other.
5. Share equipment. Canning supplies can be bulky, so consider
sharing with your friends. In my neighborhood, some people have
large pots, another friend has a steam canner, and others have the
funnels and lifters or room to store a lot of jars. Since most of us have
small apartments, it's nice to spread the storage around. Sometimes
we gather together to and other time we borrow from each other.
6. Check for old jars. These days, we all have a few empty canning
jars rattling around our kitchens. So before you go out and purchases
seven cases of new jars, be sure to check your basement and other
storage areas. You may be surprised what you will find. They will
need new lids but the jars and rings are reusable.
7. Spread it out. If you have fruit that's ready for jam but you don't
have time to go throughout the whole process of canning, spread it
out over a few days. Cut the fruit, layer it with some sugar, cover and
refrigerate for a day (maybe even two.) Cook it down on day two or
three and if you still don't have time to can it, refrigerate it again.
8. Have an exchange. In my neighborhood, there are several enthusiastic home canners and food producers. Once a month or so, someone hosts a food swap in which everyone brings the excess from their
projects and we trade it amongst ourselves.

Check out the Second Annual Harvest Swap in
Greensboro on November 3rd

Tattler BPA-free
reusable
canning Lids.

12 regular-sized
lids & rings
$8.40
12 wide-mouth
lids & rings
$9.60

Special order a case and save
another 15%.
Talk to Annie or Rachel about
details.

The Joy of Soup Stock
By Rachel Davey, Coop Staff Member

Making vegetable stock is a
great way to preserve your
harvest, reduce waste and create a fuller flavor in your
soups or grains. There are a
couple of ways to go about it.
Make a formal stock
There are zillions of recipes
out there but the basic ingredients for the generic multipurpose stock are: carrots,
onions, celery, a bay leaf, parsley and thyme. The good
part about this method is that
you get a consistent full flavor that works in most recipes. The down
side is that you use whole vegetables and then after boiling you strain
them out. I prefer to use vegetable scraps in the stock so I get to fully
enjoy the edible parts – see below
Make a Scrap Stock
I usually have a few containers of vegetable scraps and bones in my
freezer. When I’m prepping vegetables for a meal and I don’t need
stock I stash the scraps in the freezer for later use. Once the container
is full or I need a stock for a recipe I toss the frozen scraps in some
water and let them simmer while I prep the rest of the meal. Strain
and add it in.
I try to separate out or label containers containing scraps that have a
unique flavor profile (ginger, peppers etc) or avoid putting too much of
one ingredient in one container (celery, parsley, etc) as they can be
overpowering. Some ingredients like cabbage-family plants, potatoes,
peppers, greens I either avoid using in stock or use them only for specific soups.
Corn Stock
Save the water from boiling corn-on-the-cob and after eating the corn
toss the cobs back in the water with any other vegetable scraps you
have around, a bay leaf, sage or any other favorite corn-friendly herbs
and simmer for a while. Cool, pack and freeze and use in a corn chowder later…yummmmmm!

Pesto
3 cups of loosely packed Basil leaves - really you can make
pesto with any green leafy plant you find tasty but I think in fairness to those who expect most pesto to be basil flavored, you should
label it or say clearly that it is something other than basil
2 cloves Garlic
½ c butter or olive oil – olive oil is traditional but butter is local,
only a little more expensive and - I think- even tastier
½ t Salt
3 Tbls nuts –pine nuts are traditional but expensive and I have
enjoyed cashews and know people who use almonds or walnuts
¾ cup cheese - Parmesan is traditional but if you’re trying to be a
little more local you can try any other firm local cheese you like.
Now throw it all in a food processor and let it whirl until it’s all
combined.
Alternatively you could go “old school” and use a mortar and pestle
or chop finely by hand. (I hear it’s worth it but I’ve never had the
patience to try.)
Variations: dandelion, arugula, parsley, cilantro, mixed herbs, garlic
scape

Pickling Tips
 Select only ripe, firm, unblemished pickling cucumbers of
the appropriate size for your recipe. Mushy cucumbers
will not magically become crispy when brined.
 Scrub food well. Be sure to remove and discard ¼ ” slice
from the blossom end of fresh cucumbers. Blossoms contain an enzyme that causes excessive softening of pickles.
 Pickling cucumbers have a thinner skin than regular cucumbers, so they are best used within 2 days of harvest.
 Use pickling or canning salt which is pure salt without
additives. Table salt has anti-caking agents and iodine
which will make your brine cloudy.
 The jars need to be hot when you fill them. You can run
clean jars though a sanitizing cycle in the dishwasher, or
fill them with hot water and put them in a pot of hot water
over low heat.
 Grape leaves or alum are sometimes added to a pickle jar
to enhance the crunchiness of the pickles.
 For crisper pickles, put the vegetables (whole or sliced)
into a wide bowl and spread a layer of pickling salt on top.
Cover and let sit overnight in a cool place. Discard the liquid, then rinse and dry the vegetables before pickling or
canning as usual. The salt helps to pull the moisture out
of the vegetables and makes them crisper.
 For the best results, use white distilled or cider vinegars
with 5 percent acidity. Use white vinegar when light color
is desirable, as with fruits and cauliflower.
 Measure or weigh carefully, because the proportion of
fresh food to other ingredients will affect flavor and many
times, safety. Here are pickling measures:
Pickling Measures
Pickling salt
1 lb = 1 1/3 cup
White sugar
1 lb = 2 cups
Brown sugar
1 lb = 2¼ to 2¾c firmly packed
Fresh herbs
1 Tbls = ½tsp dried herbs
 To allow pickles to mellow, wait at least 3 weeks before
using.
 Chill pickles thoroughly in the refrigerator prior to opening for best texture.

Basic Dill Pickle
4 c water
3 tbls kosher salt
½ c white vinegar
1½ lbs small pickling cucumbers
3 cloves garlic, peeled and halved
4 sprigs of dill (or two fresh dill heads)
¼ tsp black peppercorns
1. Combine the water, salt, and vinegar in a small saucepan
and bring it to a boil. Turn off the heat and leave the brine to
cool completely.
2. Meanwhile wash the cucumbers, trim off the blossom ends,
if you're using large cucumbers, slice them a quarter inch
thick, otherwise leave them whole.
3. Put the cucumbers in a large glass or nonreactive metal bowl
with the garlic, dill and peppercorns layered throughout.
Pour the cooled brine over all of it (if you're a bit short,
simply mix up another batch or half batch and cool it quickly
in the freezer before adding).
4. Lay a plate over the top of the cukes--one small enough to fit
in the bowl, but large enough to cover most of the veggies,
since it will help keep them submerged in the brine
5. Leave the cucumbers for 2 or 3 days, until they are nice and
sour to your liking. Transfer them with their brine to a large
glass jar, in which they will keep in the fridge for a couple of
weeks--though you're unlikely to have them for that long.

High Mowing's Field Day: A Celebration of
Vermont Food & Agriculture.

Annual Food Preservation Day

When: Sunday September 22nd 10am-4pm (followed by Homemade Happy Hour)
When: Sun - Aug 18th, 2013 11am – 6pm
Where: Wheelock Mountain Farm. For more info and directions
Where: High Mowing Seeds Trial & Showcase
visit wheelockmtnfarm.wikispaces.com; call 755-6336 or email
This is a free, family-fun event held annually at High Mowing
swapsisters@gmail.com
Seeds. Throughout the day there will be a variety of educationCost: Sliding scale $0-$30
al workshops for professional growers and home gardeners;
guided tours, a tasting station, a children’s tent and a seed swap Workshops will cover vegetable fermenting basics, pectin free
chutneys and jams, sourdough bread, root cellaring, brewing and
in the afternoon. The New England Culinary Institute (NECI)
homemade soda, sausage making, tomato paste balls, miso, duck
will present an amazing array of locally produced food. In the
confit, tempeh, kimchi and more. It’s sure to be a learning experievening there will be music and a bonfire. No need to RSVP.
Please leave all dogs at home. From Hardwick drive west on Rt ence for beginners as well as the more experience preserver.
15. Turn right on Marsh Rd. Drive up the hill continuing to bear Bring a dish for the potluck lunch. Bring along any home brewed
left wherever the road forks. When the road stops going uphill, beverages to share at the homemade Happy Hour.
Mead Workshop
continue past the Steve Hill Farm on your right until you see
the VT Land Trust sign on the left. High Mowing Seeds is the
Who: Amela Hall
next driveway on your left.
When: Wednesday, September 25th 6-8pm
Where: Coop Cafe
Movie: A Place at the Table
In Celtic cultures, Mead was believed to enhance virility and ferWhen: Monday September 9th 7pm
Where: St John’s Episcopal Church, East Church St Hardwick tility, while also contributing supposed aphrodisiac qualities. As a
Who: Buffalo Mountain Food Coop & Hardwick Food Pantry result, Mead quickly found its way into Irish wedding ceremonies.
In fact, the term “honeymoon” is believed to have stemmed from
Cost: Admission is by donation of funds or food – all donathe Irish tradition of newlyweds drinking honey wine every day
tions go to the Hardwick Area Food Pantry
for one full moon (a month) after their weddings. Today, some
As of 2012, about 50 million Americans were food insecure.
This was approx.. 1 in 6 of the overall population, with the pro- Irish weddings still include a traditional Mead toast to the newportion of children facing food insecurity even higher at about 1 lyweds as a fair tribute to times and well wishes of both old and
in 4. One in every two children receive federal food assistance. new. In this free, hands-on workshop, you will learn the basics of
The film sees directors Kristi Jacobson and Lori Silverbush ex- making mead so you can go home and make your own!
amine the issue of hunger in America, largely through the stoPreserving Your Medicinal Garden
ries of three people suffering from food insecurity. A Place at
When: Sunday, October 20th 12-3pm
the Table shows how hunger poses serious economic, social,
Where: Open Space
and cultural implications for the United States, and that the
Who: Rachel Davey is a Clinic Herbalist, Intern at the Vermont
problem can be solved once and for all, if the American public
Center for Integrated Herbalism 413-250-6204 or
decides – as they have in the past – that making healthy food
racheld@vtherbcenter.org
available and affordable is in everyone's best interest.
Cost: Come and listen or bring your own materials and the class
is FREE OR you can purchase your materials from me. Contact
me for a materials and/or price list
Making Your Own Kefir and Kombucha
Our health and vitality are firmly intertwined with plants whether
When: Sunday, September 8th 5:30pm
they are in our root cellars, canning jars or the wood stove. In this
Where: Coop Cafe
hands-on workshop we will utilize the locally available medicinal
Who: Kate Arnold, Coop Staff Member
plants from the fields, forests and gardens in our area. We will
Cost: free
make tea blends, syrups and other health tonics useful in mainWhat’s all the fuss about fermented drink?
taining our health and vitality throughout the winter.
I love the stuff but it’s so expensive, how do I make my own?
Community Canning Days
In this workshop you will learn the surprisingly simple steps to
making your own kefir and kombucha; you’ll be able to sample
When: August-October – various dates TBA
different flavors and learn about the health benefits of drinking
Where: Vermont Food Venture Center
these tasty beverages. Call or email Kate with questions 472In an effort to help fill the gap left behind by the canneries of yes6020 kate@buffalomountaincoop.org
terday, the Center for an Agricultural Economy and Buffalo
Mountain Coop are working together to process bulk amounts of
Coop-Member tomatoes and apples this summer and fall. We
Home Cordial-Making
will process 300+ pounds of produce into glass jars. Contact
Who: Amela Hall
Elena Gustavson (802) 472-5362, ext 214 or Rachel Davey (802)
When: Wednesday September 18th 6-8pm
472-6020 with questions
Where: Coop Cafe
Cordial, another word for liqueur, originally came from the LatSecond Annual Harvest Swap
in word “cor” which meant “heart.” Cordials are made by using
When: Sunday November 3rd 1-4pm
the flavors of various fruits, herbs and spices. Those flavors are
Where: Lakeview School in Greensboro
then infused with a spirit such as whiskey or brandy. Come to Here’s your chance to try someone else’s homegrown handiwork
this hands-on workshop where you will learn the art and sciand bring some more variety to your pantry. Bring items that you
ence of cordial making. Amela will share recipes, tips and the
have grown and/or preserved to swap. Items will be swapped on
basic know-how needed to go home and make your own cordi- a one for one basis. Bring items with an estimated value of $5 or
als.
$5 increments. If you would like to be involved or have suggestions about how to make the swap go smoothly you can email us
or call 755-6336.

In the interest of food preservation, it is good to know how to use or make a root cellar. It
doesn’t need to be a huge constructed concrete bunker in the ground, you can create your
own root cellar to match your need, resources and ambition…..

VEGGIES AND APPROXIMATE
STORAGE TIMES:

You want to maintain temperatures at
32° to 40° F
Cabbage.......3-4 months
Brussels Sprouts.....3-5 weeks
Jerusalem Artichokes..1-2 months
Carrots........4-6 months
Chinese Cabbage...1-2 months
Eggplant........1-2 weeks
Parsnips........1-2 months
Rutabagas......2-4 months
Squash........4-6months
Radishes........2-3 months
Tomatoes.......1-2 months
Cauliflower......2-4 weeks
Broccoli.........1-2 weeks
Beets........4-5 months
Pumpkins......5-6 months
Potatoes.........4-6 months
Turnips.......4-6 months
Although the above storage times are approximate, check periodically for spoilage.

The Mini Root Cellar

First, drill a few holes in the bottom of the garbage can or bucket. Then dig a hole in the
ground just big enough for your container with the top of it flush with the ground. Fill
your root cellar with just-dug roots, placed the lid on the bucket and plopped a bale of
straw on top for insulation and even a tarp secured to the ground over the top.
One variation I found was alternating layers of vegetables with layers of straw
This kind of root cellar is ideal for beets, potatoes, carrots, turnips and parsnips all of
which like cold and damp storage.

Small Root Cellars

Part of a basement can be walled off and insulated or a basement window well.. Search
for cold spots in your house to use if you do not have a basement. Maybe a room that is
seldom used on the north side of the house, part of the garage (away from the cars), a
closet, a cabinet, a storage unit, crawl space, the bulkhead over your basement, a space
beneath a porch (as long as the area stays above freezing), or an enclosed porch will all
work for a makeshift root cellar
Now all you need is temperature control- close the heating vents and install a thermometer to monitor the temperature. The temperature should never drop below 32 oF and not
really go above 60oF. Next is ventilation which could be a small fan, window etc. to adjust
temperature and humidity. (a dehumidifier may be necessary)
Now that you have a root cellar you can start to fill it. Here are some things to consider

Storage Tips
 Bruised fruits and vegetables rot more quickly, and "it helps slow down the spread of
molds if they’re not touching each other. Produce can also bruise if it’s resting on a
shelf, some people use a fabric shoe organizer to keep squash from touching other
squash. Another popular root-cellaring trick is to suspend items in pantyhose from the
ceiling or from shelves, or to pack them in sand, which also helps keep in moisture
 Cabbage, apples, carrots, and most of your root vegetables (beets, celeriac, turnips,
and so forth) like moderate to high humidity levels. You can use a humidifier if you
have one, or simply store those crops in boxes packed in damp sand or you can cover a
box of potatoes or root vegetables with a damp towel. The key is to remember to check
periodically to dampen the towel (or sand), so the vegetables don’t dry out.
 Apples release a chemical [ethylene gas] that rots other vegetables. Keep those by
themselves, under a bed or in a cupboard.
 It shouldn’t be necessary to clean most vegetables, but handle with care and store only
your best. Curing isn’t necessary for most root vegetables.
 The majority of storage vegetables are biennials -- those that go to seed after a winter
dormancy period. Nature intends them to last the winter.
 Store enough items so that a few losses won’t matter.
 Inspect your stored vegetables weekly.
 The main cause of shriveling in storage is low humidity.
 You don’t want a strong draft through the bin, because this will remove moisture from
the produce.
 You can cover a dirt floor with gravel, but you don’t want a concrete floor. You also
want a drain to allow excess water to seep out. Cover it with a screen. Excessively rainy
conditions may call for a trench.
Resources
Root Cellaring: Natural Cold Storage of Fruits & Vegetables by Mike and Nancy Bubel
The Joy of Keeping a Root Cellar by Jennifer Megyesi
motherearthnews.com

What is a Localvore?
“Locavore” was coined in 2005 by a group of four women in San Francisco who
proposed that local residents should try to eat only food grown or produced
within a 100-mile radius. Other regional movements have emerged since then,
though some groups refer to themselves as “localvores” rather than “locavores.”

What is Local?
It’s a good question with a fairly subjective answer.
Basically whether or not something is local depends on two things:
Where you live. In Vermont where you can throw a rock in nearly every direction and have it land on a farm, local could be anything within a 20 mile radius
but in other, more remote parts of the country or even in cities where farms
aren’t so close by it could be a 250 mile radius.
How strict are you. Some people like to make sure every ingredient in a product is local. Others like to make sure the item is simply owned by a local business. It seems to come down to carbon emissions, freshness and/or supporting
the local economy. You can go fully local on a short leash or you can just focus
on changing a few items in your diet to be more local, either way it’s up to you.
No one can tell you you’re not a localvore but there’s no badge saying you are.
The term local is has gained popularity in foodie circles. Unregulated it has
fallen prey to some of the same corporations who saw the marketing opportunity in creating organic versions of their products. These business es have tried to
take advantage of the localvore movement and used the term rather unscrupulously. In 2009 potato chip giant, Frito Lay, launched their local potato for
worldwide distribution in a shameless effort to green wash their products (I’ll
pause here so you can express yourself…………) This line of chips no longer exists. Hmmmmm…..
When you see “local” thrown around in marketing materials you have to find
out what they mean and check that against what you mean and value in local
products. That being said… .. The Buffalo Mountain Food Coop defines local as:

Very Local

Local

Produce,
Bulk Grain,
Herbs/Spices

Grown within
30 miles of the coop

Grown within
100 miles of the coop
or in Vermont

Dairy & Meat

Animals raised on local
food only

Animals raised within 100
miles of the coop
or in Vermont

Cheese

Cheese made locally
using local milk

Cheese made within
100 miles of the coop
or in Vermont

Grocery, Bulk,
Repack

Products containing
100% local
ingredients

Local business within
100 miles
or in Vermont

Non-Food e.g.
shampoo,
vitamins, gifts

Products containing
100% local
ingredients

Local business within 100
miles or in Vermont

We have provided color coded labels throughout the store to help you identify
local products.

A Grand Experiment
Living off the land during a long
Vermont winter requires patience,
planning, and a little help from
your friends
by Bill McKibbern
Excerpt from Gourmet Magazine, July 2005,

To answer your first question, I don’t drink
coffee so it wasn’t a problem.
And I made what might be called the Marco
Polo exception—I considered fair game anything your average 13th century explorer might
have brought back from distant lands. So: pepper, and turmeric, and even the odd knob of
ginger root stayed in the larder.
Other than that, though, it was a wholly local
winter. From before the first frost of the fall till
after the salad greens had finally poked their
heads above the warming soil, I spent this last
year eating only from the watershed in which I
live, the mountains and fields on either side of
Lake Champlain. Which is precisely how almost every human being ate until very recently, and how most people in the world still do
today. But in contemporary America, where the
average bite of food travels 1,500 miles before
it reaches your lips, it was an odd exercise.
“Local” and “seasonal” may have become
watchwords of much new cooking, but I wanted to see how much was really possible, especially in these northern climes. And I wanted
an excuse to meet my neighbors, the farmers
old and new who struggle to hang on in the
face of the industrialized food networks that
have bankrupted the great majority of American growers. I know that eating close to home
represents the history of American farming—
but I sense it may have a future too. The number of farms around Burlington, Vermont’s
chief city, has grown 19% in the last decade.
Most of them are small, growing real food for
local consumers instead of commodities for
export; the same trend is starting to show up
nationwide. Something’s happening, and I
wanted to see exactly what.
I’m writing this, so you know I survived. But
in fact I survived in style—it was the best eating
winter of my life.
To read the entire article, go to:
http://www.gourmet.com/magazine/2000s/2
005/07/livingoffland

10 Ways to Become a Localvore
1) Visit a farmers' market. Farmers' markets keep
small farms in business
through direct sales. Rather
than going through a middleman, the farmer takes
home nearly all of the money that you hand him or her
for a delectable apple or a
wonderful bunch of grapes.
Need to find a market in your area? Try the USDA's farmers'
market guide.
2) Lobby your supermarket. Ask your supermarket manager
where your meat, produce and dairy is coming from. Remember
that market managers are trained to realize that for each person
actually asking the question, several others want to know the
same answer. Let the market managers know what's important
to you! Your show of interest is crucial to help the supermarket
change its purchasing practices.
3) Choose 5 foods in your house that you can buy locally. Rather than trying to source everything locally all at once, try
swapping out just 5 local foods. Fruits and vegetables that can be
grown throughout the continental U.S. include apples, root vegetables, lettuce, herbs and greens. In most areas, it's also possible
to find meat, poultry, eggs, milk, and cheese—all grown, harvested and produced close to your home.
4) Find a local CSA and
sign-up! Through a CSA—
Community Supported Agriculture—program you invest
in a local farm in exchange
for a weekly box of assorted
vegetables and other farm products. Most CSA programs provide
a discount if you pre-pay for your share on a quarterly or yearly
basis because a pre-payment allows the farm to use the cash in
the springtime when money is needed for farm equipment or
investment in the farm. CSA programs take the work out of buying local food, as the farmer does the worrying for you.
5) Preserve a local food for the winter. There's still time!
Though we are headed into winter, many areas still have preservable fruits and vegetables available. Try your hand at making
applesauce, apple butter and quince paste. To learn about safe

preserving techniques, go to
the National Center for
Home Food Preservation.
6) Find out what restaurants in your area support local farmers. You
can do this by asking the
restaurants about their ingredients directly, or by asking your favorite farmers
what restaurant accounts they have. Frequent the businesses
that support your farmers.
7) Host a local Thanksgiving. Participate in the 100-mile
Thanksgiving project by making a dish or an entire meal from
local foods.
8) Buy from local vendors. Can't find locally grown? How
about locally produced? Many areas have locally produced jams,
jellies and breads as well as locally roasted coffee and locally created confections. While these businesses may not always use
strictly local ingredients in their products, by purchasing them
you are supporting the local economy.
9) Ask about origins. Not locally grown? Then where is it
from? Call the producer of your favorite foods to see where the
ingredients are from. You'll be amazed how many large processed food companies are unable to tell you where your food
came from. By continuing to ask the questions we are sending a
message to the companies that consumers want to know the
origin of ingredients.
10) Visit a farm. Find a farm in your area and call to make an
appointment to see the farm. When time allows, the farmers are
usually happy to show a family or a group around the farm.
When you visit, ask the farmers what challenges they have had
and why they choose to grow what they are growing. Be sure to
take the kids along
on
this
journey!
Children need to
know where their
food is coming from
in order to feel a
sense of connection
to their dinner.

Reasons to Buy Local Food
by Vern Grubinger
(adapted from 'Growing For Market' newsletter)

Vermont has a wide variety of farms. Our farmers are dedicated to stewardship and committed to quality. And while
they love what they do, they aren't doing it for entertainment. They need to make a living. Consumers that value
fresh food and a working landscape should support local
farmers by buying their products. Here are some reasons
why:
 Locally grown food tastes and looks better. The crops
are picked at their peak, and farmstead products like
cheeses and are hand-crafted for best flavor. Livestock
products are processed in nearby facilities and typically
the farmer has direct relationship with processors, overseeing quality - unlike animals processed in large industrial facilities.
 Local food is better for you. The shorter the time between the farm and your table, the less likely it is that
nutrients will be lost from fresh food. Food imported
from far away is older and has traveled on trucks or
planes, and sat in warehouses before it gets to you.
 Local food preserves genetic diversity. In the modern
agricultural system, plant varieties are chosen for their
ability to ripen uniformly, withstand harvesting, survive
packing and last a long time on the shelf, so there is limited genetic diversity in large-scale production. Smaller
local farms, in contrast, often grow many different varieties of crops to provide a long harvest season, an array of
colors, and the best flavors. Livestock diversity is also
higher where there are many small farms rather than
few large farms.
 Local food is safe. There's a unique kind of assurance
that comes from looking a farmer in the eye at farmers'
market or driving by the fields where your food comes
from. Local farmers aren't anonymous and they take
their responsibility to the consumer seriously.
 Local food supports local families. The wholesale prices
that farmers get for their products are low, often near
the cost of production. Local farmers who sell direct to
consumers cut out the middleman and get full retail
price for their food - which helps farm families stay on
the land.
 Local food builds community. When you buy direct from
a farmer, you're engaging in a time-honored connection
between eater and grower. Knowing farmers gives you
insight into the seasons, the land, and your food. In
many cases, it gives you access to a place where your
children and grandchildren can go to learn about nature
and agriculture.
 Local food preserves open space. When farmers get paid
more for their products by marketing locally, they're less
likely to sell farmland for development. When you buy
locally grown food, you're doing something proactive to
preserve our working landscape. That landscape is an
essential ingredient to other economic activity in the
state, such as tourism and recreation.
 Local food keeps taxes down. According to several studies by the American Farmland Trust, farms contribute
more in taxes than they require in services, whereas
most development contributes less in taxes than the cost

Localvore Schedule

August 15th-21st

Friday 16th
Kick off Celebration Hardwick Farmer’s Market
3-6pm Tasting Booth
6 pm Localvore Potluck
7-9pm Contra Dance
Sunday 18th

Kingdom Farm & Food Days
at High Mowing Trial Fields
All Week
Various Local Items on Sale

Samples and Tastings
Make your Localvore Pledge
Website & Facebook discussions
of required services. Cows don’t go to school and tomatoes don’t
dial 911.
 Local food benefits the environment and wildlife. Wellmanaged farms provide ecosystem services: they conserve fertile soil, protect water sources, and sequester carbon from the
atmosphere. The farm environment is a patchwork of fields,
meadows, woods, ponds and buildings that provide habitat for
wildlife in our communities.
 Local food is an investment in the future. By supporting local
farmers today, you are helping to ensure that there will be farms
in your community tomorrow. That is a matter of importance
for food security, especially in light of an uncertain energy future and our current reliance on fossil fuels to produce, package, distribute and store food.

